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Abstract 
Naturally occurring cyclic peptides have great therapeutic potential. Cyclotides are circular 

proteins found in the plants of the Rubiaceae, Violaceae and Cucurbitaceae families. They 

have an exceptional stability against chemical, enzymatic and thermal conditions due to their 

cyclic cystine knot (CCK) motif, which is the combination of a cyclic backbone and multiple 

disulfide bonds. In this thesis, kalata B5, a cyclotide from the bracelet subfamily, was 

synthesized and oxidized. The outcome was a misfolded product with different disulfide 

connectivity than the native kalata B5. The structure of this misfolded peptide was 

determined. It will potentially give useful information regarding factors that cause the 

misfolding of bracelet cyclotides. Members of the bracelet subfamily consist of up to 70% of 

the cyclotides. As these peptides have great potential as drug scaffolds, knowledge about the 

conditions that fold these cyclotides into their native fold will be essential. 

Cyclotides display a wide range of bioactivities, but act as a host defense against insects and 

microorganisms in the plants that produce them. Two cyclotides from the subfamily Möbius, 

named kalata B1 and kalata B2, have already been investigated for their insecticidal activity. 

In this report the native cyclotide kalata B5 from the bracelet subfamily was investigated for 

its insecticidal activity.  

Also presented in this thesis is the investigation of the cyclization of three analogues of 

conotoxin PVIIA. Conotoxins are tightly folded peptide toxins from the venom of cone snails. 

These peptides are small and disulfide rich and have shown to target ion channels and 

receptors with high specificity in the human brain and nervous system. These are important 

therapeutic targets and make the cyclotides very interesting as pharmacological tools, 

potential drugs or drug leads. However, as they are peptides they suffer from proteolytic 

degradation and have poor bioavailability. Cyclization of the backbone via a linker of amino 

acids would potentially increase their stability and hence their potential as therapeutics. A 

number of strategies were pursued to produce a cyclic analogue of PVIIA and a potentially 

successful approach was identified, but a cyclized PVIIA was not achieved yet. However, the 

cyclization of conotoxins has been successfully done with other conotoxins, therefore PVIIA 

has the potential to be cyclized. This will require some time to optimize the folding and 

cyclization conditions. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Cyclic Cysteine Rich Peptides 
 

Naturally occurring cyclic peptides have over the recent years been of great interest due to 

their increased stability over other peptides and wide range of bioactivities. These peptides 

have the unique feature that their N and C termini are joined together in an amide bond to 

form a cyclic backbone. Traditional peptides are amino acids in linear chains with open ends 

that are targets for proteolytic enzymes and, because of enzyme degradation and poor 

bioavailability, proteins have not been the favorites in the field of drug design so far. The 

recently discovered cyclic peptides show increased stability compared to their linear relatives, 

and are present in numerous species, ranging from plants and bacteria to mammals (1). Some 

examples are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Four examples of circular proteins isolated from bacteria, plants and mammals. A: 
bacteriocin AS-48 from E. faecalis. B: RTD-1 from the leukocytes of macaques. C: SFTI-1 
from sunflower seeds. D: the cyclotide kalata B1 from O. affinis. Disulfides bonds are shown 
in yellow in B, C and D (1). 

The discovery of these peptides started in the mid 1990s when circular proteins from plants, 

now known as the cyclotides, were discovered in plants. Their real discovery was actually in 

the early 1970s when a tea extract from the plant Oldenlandia affinis was reported to give 

uteronic activities, but the actual structure was not determined until almost thirty years later 
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(2). Since then several other circular peptides have been isolated too; bacteriocin AS-48 

isolated from Enterococcus faecalis is the largest circular peptide so far with 70 amino acids 

(3). Other examples are Rhesus theta defensin-1 (RTD-1), a new type of defensin (small 

disulfide-rich peptides involved in host defense) from mammals (4), or the circular peptide 

sunflower trypsin inhibitor 1 (SFTI-1), which is found in the seeds of sunflowers (5). These 

examples are summarized in Figure 1. The bonds shown in yellow in the figure are disulfide 

bonds formed between multiple cysteines in the backbone, which contributes to stability by 

serving as a defense mechanism for the proteins against the extracellular environment (6). 

SFTI-1 and kalata B1 (Figure 1 C and D) are examples of peptides with a high content of well 

conserved cysteines that form cross linking disulfide bonds. These multiple disulfide bonds 

facilitate the formation of a well-defined and conformational stable three dimensional 

structure by the peptides (6). A cyclized backbone together with multiple disulfide bonds 

gives the peptide an exceptional stability against protease digestion and thermal denaturation. 

Many cysteine rich peptides display specific biological activities and have been of interest in 

the field of pharmacology and drug design, but have been commercially limited due to 

disadvantages with proteolytic degradation in vivo. The discovery of increasing numbers of 

naturally cyclic peptides has given ideas to develop synthetic techniques to make naturally 

linear peptides cyclic. This approach has the potential to improve their bioavailability and 

thus their potential as drug leads. Peptides whose termini are in reasonable close proximity to 

each other have the potential to be cyclized and still maintain their structure and hence 

bioactivity (7-9).  

This project will focus on two classes of disulfide rich peptides; the conotoxins and the 

cyclotides. I have investigated the synthesis and cyclization of the linear conotoxin PVIIA, a 

peptide that targets the voltage-gated potassium channel in the nervous system. Linear 

peptides, like the conotoxins, suffer from disadvantages with in vivo degradation, so a cyclic 

backbone will increase their bioavailability. Its structure will be determined and the 

bioactivity assessed. 

The other part of my thesis concerned the cyclotide kalata B5, which I have synthesized and 

oxidized in this thesis. Its structure was also determined and investigated. The cyclotides are 

known for their extremely structural stability, and in addition to their range of bioactivities 

and sequence diversities, these peptide ligands are invaluable as pharmacological tools and as 
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platforms for developing therapeutic and agricultural agents. An aim is therefore to find 

efficient methods to synthesize and fold kalata B5 into its native conformation. 

Kalata B1 and kalata B2, two other cyclotides, have shown to display insecticidal activity, 

and due to previous reports that kalata B5 is a more potent insecticidal its activity will be 

assayed in this project.  

 

1.2 Cyclotides 

 

1.2.1 The Discovery of the Cyclotides 
 

The cyclotides are a unique family of naturally occurring cyclic peptides from plants of the 

Rubiaceae, Violaceae and Cucurbitaceae families. They are 28-37 amino acids in size with 

three disulfide bonds and are characterized by a cyclized backbone with an interlocking 

arrangement of the disulfide bonds.  

The cyclotide kalata B1 was first discovered as a uterus-contractive when an extract from the 

plant Oldenlandia affinis was used as a tea by African women to accelerate childbirth. It says 

a lot about the extreme stability of the peptide that after boiling the plant material the 

bioactivity was still maintained very well (10). The ability to be taken orally is also rare in 

peptide drugs. The extreme stability in vivo makes the cyclotides very attractive as potential 

agricultural and pharmaceutical applications (11, 12). Around 100 cyclotides have so far been 

isolated from the Rubiaceae, Violaceae and Cucurbitaceae families (13). 

 

1.2.2 The Cyclotide Structure 
 

The cyclotides have an amide head-to-tail cyclized backbone which means that their N and C 

termini are linked together via a peptide bond. Their six highly conserved cysteines make a 

knotted arrangement of three disulfide bonds. An embedded ring is formed by two disulfide 

bonds and their connecting backbone segments and the third disulfide bond penetrates this 

ring. The combination of a cystine knot embedded in a cyclic backbone is known as the cyclic 



cystine knot motif (CCK) and it gives a unique protein fold that is topologically complex and 

has exceptional stability against chemical, enzymatic and thermal conditions (12).  

The various segments of the backbone between the six conserved cystine residues are called 

loops. Some of these loops are highly conserved, like loop 1 and 4 which form the core of the 

cystine knot, while the other has a high degree of variability (12, 14). The three dimensional 

structures determined to date show that the disulfide bonds are occupying the interiors of the 

cyclotides which make the hydrophobic residues expose at the surface of the protein (13). 

This is opposite to conventional proteins which have their hydrophilic residues on the surface. 

Due to their sequences the cyclotides were originally sorted into two subfamilies; the Möbius 

and bracelet (Figure 2). This is based on the presence or absence of a cis-proline in loop 5, 

which the Möbius group has and the bracelet lacks (15). After the discovery of MCoTI-I and 

MCoTI-II, two trypsin inhibitors from the seeds of the plant Momordica cochinchinensis of 

the Cucurbitaceae family, the cyclotides expanded to three subfamilies (16). Figure 3 shows 

some representative sequences from all three subfamilies. 

 

 

Figure 2: Three dimensional structures of different cyclotides. Kalata B1and kalata B2 are 
examples of cyclotides from the subfamily Möbius, whereas kalata B5 and cycloviolacin O1 
are examples from the bracelet subfamily. Typical for the bracelet subfamily is to have an α-
helix in loop 3 as shown here. 
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Figure 3: Sequence alignments of some examples of cyclotides from the subfamilies Möbius, 
bracelet and trypsin inhibitors, showing their disulfide connectivities in blue. The cysteine 
residues are numbered with Roman numbers, and the backbone loops between the cysteine 
residues with green letters. The cyclic backbone is shown as the thick green line. 

 

Kalata B8 has sequence similarities with both the Möbius and bracelet subfamilies and hence 

can be considered to be a hybrid of the two subfamilies.  Loop 2 and loop 3 match the 

corresponding loops in kalata B1 and B2, whereas loop 5 resembles the bracelet cyclotides. 

Kalata B8 has also shown to be the most hydrophilic of all cyclotides isolated from O. affinis 

(17). 

 

1.2.3 Cyclotide Activity and Therapeutic Applications of Cyclotides 
 

There are several reports of the varied biological activities of cyclotides. In addition to their 

activity on the uterus, they also have antimicrobial (18), hemolytic (19), anti-HIV (20), 

neurotensin antagonism (21), cytotoxic (18), antitumor (22) and antifouling activities (23). 

However, their natural function seems to be as a host defense against microorganisms and 

insects. In particular kalata B1 and kalata B2 have been shown to inhibit the growth and 

development of Helicoverpa armigera and H. punctigera (11), which are the main insect 

pests for important crop plants like cotton and are therefore of major importance regarding 
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pest management. Because the cyclotides are gene products and act as natural insecticides in 

their host plants, they could be a potential new group of crop protection agents. By 

introducing the cyclotide gene into cotton plants they would perform their insecticidal 

activities there. Today more than 80% of the cotton plants are transgenic (24) and together 

with integrated pest management (IPM) this has given a 60% reduction in pesticide use over 

the last ten years (25). IPM for cotton is a system that integrates all means of managing pest 

populations with the aim of reducing insecticide use while maintaining profitability, yield, 

fibre quality and crop maturity.  A reduction in pesticide use is also beneficial for the 

biodiversity in and around the cotton field. Until the introduction of genetically modified 

plants that could produce their own toxins the main pests were controlled by synthetic 

insecticides, which is more harmful to the environment (24, 25). 

It is believed that the cyclotide plants produce a suite of cyclotides to protect themselves 

against a range of insect pests. For example there are about 20 cyclotides present in O. affinis 

(14). Kalata B1 and kalata B2, the two most studied cyclotides, differ by only five 

conservative substitutions and both of them show insecticidal activity. There is now interest to 

examine other cyclotides with more diverse structural characteristics.  

 

1.2.4 Kalata B5 
 

Kalata B5 is one of the cyclotides isolated from O. affinis (14), but its expression varies with 

the seasons (unpublished data, M. Plan). It belongs to the bracelet subfamily and preliminary 

reports suggested that this cyclotide was approximately 10-fold more active as an insecticidal 

than kalata B1 (unpublished data, M. Plan). Kalata B5 has significant differences in its 

sequence (Figure 3 and Figure 4) compared to kalata B1 and B2 and is for that reason of 

interest concerning insecticidal activity. Figure 5 shows the three dimensional structure of 

kalata B5. The aim of this study was to develop synthetic strategies to produce kalata B5 and 

to confirm its insecticidal activity. 



 

Figure 4: The sequence of kalata B5 with its disulfide connectivities (blue lines), loops and 
cyclic backbone (green thick line).  

 

 

Figure 5: A three dimensional representation of the structure of kalata B5 showing the CCK 
motif, which is composed of the cyclized peptide backbone and a knotted disulfide topology. 
The β-sheets are in an anti parallel formation and indicated by the big blue arrows. A 
characteristic feature of the bracelet cyclotides is an α-helix in loop 3, here shown as the red 
and yellow coil. The six cysteines are labeled with Roman numerals and show the disulfide 
connectivity; I-IV, II-V, III-VI. 
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1.3 Conotoxins  
 

1.3.1 The Conus Genus 
 

Conotoxins are relatively small disulfide rich peptide toxins found in the venom of cone 

snails, a large group of carnivorous marine snails that belongs to the genus Conus. The venom 

is the main weapon these carnivorous predators use to capture prey, but it is also believed that 

the venom is used for defense and competition. These cone snails hunt fish, mollusks and 

worms and inject their venom through a hollow harpoon-like tooth, which, because of several 

neurotoxins, causes rapid immobilization of the prey (26, 27). The genus consists of more 

than 500 species found in tropical marine habitats where each of these species contains 

probably more than 100 different peptides, giving an estimate of > 50.000 different 

components present in venoms of all living cone snails (Terlau and Olivera 2004). Today, less 

than 0.1% of these compounds have been characterized pharmacologically (28) and those 

already characterized have shown to be highly selective for a wide range of ion channels and 

receptors in the brain and nervous system of humans (26). With a natural library of more than 

50.000 bioactive peptide toxins, a rich source of potential new therapeutics or drug leads is 

waiting to be explored. 

The conotoxins are in the range of 10-30 residues and consist of tightly folded structures with 

up to five disulfide bonds that provide the conotoxins with high stability compared with non-

disulfide-bonded peptides (Figure 6). The majority of the conotoxins characterized contain 

only two or three disulfide bonds (26, 29). The conotoxins are unusual in their high content of 

post-transcriptional modifications, including amidation, glycosylation, and epimerization, and 

they often contain unusual amino acids, such as hydroxyproline and γ–carboxyglutamic acid. 

These  post-transcriptional modifications enhances the molecular diversity of this peptide 

class even more (30), but can complicate their chemical synthesis and characterization.  

 

 



 

 

Figure 6: Image of the structures of several conotoxins representative of different classes. The 
structures here are: A: µ-conotoxin GIIIB from C. geographus, B: α-conotoxin MII from C. 
magus. C: ω–conotoxin MVIIA from C. magus. D: κ-conotoxin PVIIA from C. purpurascens. 
The β–strands are shown as arrows, the α-helixes are in red and yellow, and the disulfide 
bonds are shown in yellow ball-and-stick format (31). Their corresponding sequences are 
shown below with cysteines shown in bold. O = hydroxyproline. 

 

Based on the cysteine framework and the pharmacological activity, the wide range of 

different conotoxins has been divided into major classes. Table 1 shows amino acid sequences 

with cysteines (yellow) aligned within each structural framework, and the disulfide 

connectivity for each of the classes are shown in Figure 7 (29). Individual peptides are named 

with a Greek letter to indicate the pharmacological activity, one or two letters to indicate the 

Conus species from which the peptide was first isolated, a Roman numeral to indicate the 

disulfide framework category, and an upper-case letter to denote the order of discovery within 

that category (31). 
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Table 1 

Five Major Classes of Conotoxins and their Disulfide Connectivity 

Table 1: The six major classed of conotoxins and their disulfide connectivity
α-conotoxins (2 loop framework peptides that inhibit nicotinic acetylcholine receptors)
GI E C C N - P A C G R H Y S - - C*
SIA Y C C H - P A C G K N F D - - C*
MII G C C S N P V C H L E H S N L C*
PnlA G C C S L P P C A A N N P D Y C*
µ-conotoxins (3 loop framework that block sodium channels)
GIIB R D C C T O O R K C K D R R C K O M K C C A*
GIIC R D C C T O O K K C K D R R C K O L K C C A*
ω-conotoxins (4 loop framework peptides that block calcium channels)
GVIA C K S O G S S C S O T S Y N C C - R S C N O Y T K R C Y
SVIA C R S S G S O C G V T S I - C C G R - C - - Y R G K C T*
MVIIA C K G K G A K C S R L M Y D C C T G S C R S - - G K C*
δ-conotxins (4 loop framework peptides that delay inactivation of sodium channels)
TxVIA W C K Q S G E M C N L L D Q N C C D G Y - C I V L V C T
GmVIA V K P C R K E G Q L C D P I F Q N C C R G W N C - V L F C T
PVIA E A C Y A P G T F C G I K O G L C C S E F - C L P G V C F G*
κ-conotoxins (4 loop framework peptide that blocks Shaker potassium channel)
PVIIA C R I O N Q K C F Q H L D D C C S R K C N R F N K C V

 

 

 

Figure 7: The five major classes of conotoxins and their disulfide connectivity (29) 

 

It is believed that the specific sequence of each peptide accounts for the specificity for various 

voltage-gated channels and receptors in the brain and nervous system. For example PVIIA, 

which is a κ-conotoxin (Table 1), is specific for potassium voltage-gated channels whereas α- 

and ω-conotoxins are specific for the acetylcholine receptors and calcium channels, 

respectively. The sodium channels are targeted by both the µ- and δ-conotoxins but have 

different actions. The µ-conotoxins block the sodium channel, whereas the δ-conotoxins delay 

their inactivation. (27, 31). The neuronal receptors and ion channels targeted by these 

conotoxins (32) control a diverse range of biological processes and are therefore important 
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therapeutic targets (33). Therefore, the conotoxins are valuable pharmacological tools and 

potential drug leads, or drug themselves, against a variety of neurological disorders (34, 35). 

 

1.3.2 Therapeutic Applications of Conotoxins 
 

Conotoxins target membrane-bound protein channels and receptors and show exquisite 

specificity and potency for important physiological targets. They are among the smallest 

bioactive peptides and hence relatively easy to synthesize, and their post-transcriptional 

modifications and multiple disulfide bonds improve their structural stability. Because of these 

unique features the conotoxins can provide leads for potential new therapies (28, 31). For 

example the ω-conotoxin MVIIA acts as an analgesic by blocking the N-type voltage-

dependent calcium channels, and a synthetic version ziconotide (Prialt®) is now used as an 

analgesic drug (36) for the treatment of severe chronic pain in people who cannot use standard 

pain-relieving medications. Ziconotide has been shown to have additive value to the effect of 

morphine, but does not have the addictive properties (37). 

On the basis of their hydrophilic properties and relatively large size compared to other oral 

drugs, conotoxins have limitations when it comes to oral administration. Because the peptides 

are generally not able to cross epithelial layers they suffer from poor oral bioavailability. The 

drawback of Prialt® is also its administration as it has to be administered via direct spinal 

infusion. The oral route of administration is generally preferred for conventional 

pharmaceuticals instead of administration routes like intravenous, intramuscular, or epidural 

injection. The challenge in the future will be to optimize the peptide delivery in vivo, which is 

a big step in the direction of determining whether these peptides can be candidates for drug 

development or not (28). 

 

 
1.3.3 Limitations of conotoxins and how to overcome them 

Like most peptides, conotoxins suffer from disadvantages of poor stability and short 

biological half-lives in vivo because of proteolytic degradation in human plasma (8, 31). Due 

to the presence of the disulfide bonds they are possibly less effected compared to non-



disulfide peptides, but it is believed that there is a significant value in stabilizing conotoxins 

for improving their absorption and delivery and half lives in vivo (31).  

Exopeptidases are a particular class of proteases in the body that attack the free N and C 

termini of peptides by cleaving amino acids from the end of the molecule. But if the two ends 

are joined together the molecule is protected from these proteases because the N and C 

termini will disappear. The structure of the protein will also be stabilized when it is cyclized 

because the conformational energy of the unfolded state is decreased (38) and this will give 

the molecule rigidity (39). Cyclization is already widely used in the pharmaceutical industry 

as a technique to stabilize the conformation of short non-disulfide bonded peptides. 

The cyclotide family, which is naturally cyclic disulfide-rich peptides from plants, has 

chemical and physical properties that overcome the limiting properties of normal peptides 

when it comes to chemical denaturation and enzymatic degradation in vivo. This is because of 

their unique cyclic backbone and knotted arrangement of disulfide bonds (see chapter 1.2.2). 

If the conotoxins could aquire this stability and bioavailability their potential to be used 

therapeutically would increase dramatically. This has been done for the α-conotoxin MII by 

using linkers of six or seven amino acids to cyclize its peptide backbone (Figure 8). The 

engineered peptide kept its full activity but has improved its resistance to enzymatic 

degradation (8). This has also been successfully done to the χ-conotoxin MrIA which has 

been backbone-cyclized by a two amino acid linker. Resistance to proteolysis was improved 

while the activity was maintained (9). Therefore, backbone cyclization of peptide toxins has 

the potential to protect these molecules form degradation and improve their oral 

bioavailability. 

 

Figure 8: Cyclization of the linear conotoxin MII by use of six- or seven residue linkers to 
join the C- and N-termini of the peptide (8). The three dimensional structures of cMII-6 (left) 
and cMII-7 (middle) and the native MII (right).  
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In this project I intend to synthesize three cyclic analogues of the κ -conotoxin PVIIA and 

characterize their structure and biological activity. 

 

1.3.4 PVIIA 
 

The κ-conotoxin PVIIA is a 27-residue peptide from the venom of the purple cone snail C. 

purpurascens. Figure 9 shows its three dimensional structure and sequence, where O 

represents 4-trans-hydroxyproline (27). 

 

          

Figure 9: Three dimensional structure of PVIIA. The β–strands are shown as blue arrows and 
the α-helix in red and yellow. The disulfide bonds are shown in the yellow ball-and-stick 
format (31). The sequence of PVIIA is shown to the right with its cysteines in bold and 
disulfide connectivity shown by the black lines. O = hydroxyproline. 

 

The peptide has three disulfide bonds arranged in a knotted topology (I-IV, II-V, III-VI) (40) 

and four loops, and has been shown to block the Shaker potassium channel by binding in a 

voltage-sensitive manner to the external vestibule of the channel and physically occlude the 

pore (33). Because PVIIA acts rapidly on the potassium voltage-gated channel it is believed 

that this peptide has an important role in the fast excitotoxic immobilization of the prey after 

the venomous sting (27). The sequence of κ-PVIIA is very different from the sequences of 

other toxins, like dendrotoxins or scorpion and spider toxins, which are peptides that also 

block the Shaker potassium channels (40). PVIIA can be very valuable as a probe of 

potassium channel structure or as a ion channel therapeutic. The peptide has the unique ability 
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to discriminate between the types of ion channels which are not achieved by the small 

molecule drugs that dominate the pharmaceutical industry today (29).  

The aim of this study is to design and synthesize three cyclic PVIIA analogues by joining the 

N- and C-termini of the backbone via a linker of different lengths (TRNG, GGAAGG, and 

GGAAGAG) as shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10: The three analogues of PVIIA with their different linker sizes shown in pink letters. 
The green line indicates between which amino acids in the sequence the cyclic backbone will 
form. O = hydroxyproline. 

The amino acids in the first linker, TRNG, are from the corresponding loop in the cyclotide 

kalata B1 whereas Gly and Ala residues were used in the second two linkers due to their small 

side chains and hence a reduced likelihood of the linker interacting with the rest of the 

molecule. It has previously been demonstrated that the length of the linker used to span the 

distance between the termini is a crucial factor in maintaining a biological active peptide (8). 

The structure of the cyclic version of PVIIA (referred as cPVIIA) will then be determined and 

the new stability and activity will be assessed. 

 

 

1.4 Aims 
 

• Synthesize and characterize the bracelet cyclotide kalata B5 and test its activity against 

H. armigera. 

• Synthesize three cyclic analogues of κ-conotoxin PVIIA, determine their structure and 

test their stability doing stability assays. 
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1.5 Design and synthesis of disulfide rich peptides 
 

1.5.1 Solid-Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS) 
 

Since its implementation in the 1960s, Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS) has become the 

standard methodology for the synthesis of small peptides. The concept is to grow a peptide 

chain on to a solid support consisting of resin beads. When the growing peptide chain is built 

on this solid support, reaction reagents and byproducts of the synthesis can be readily flushed 

away while the peptide attached to the resin is retained (41). The amino acids are built in a C 

to N terminal direction, which is backwards to how the sequence is written. The general 

principle is based on a coupling-deprotection cycle which is repeated until the last amino acid 

is attached. After deprotection of the amino acid the free N terminus amine of the peptide is 

coupled to a single N-protected amino acid, which is then deprotected revealing a new N 

terminus amino before another amino acid is added (Figure 11). There are two types of 

chemistry used in SPPS; Boc and Fmoc. Both are described below (42). 

 

1.5.2 Boc- and Fmoc-Chemistry 
 

SPPS using tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc) chemistry is a methology where acid labile protecting 

groups are used. To remove the Boc group from the growing peptide acidic conditions is 

necessary and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) is usually used. N-(9-fluoroenyl)methoxycarbonyl 

(Fmoc) chemistry is the other method in SPPS which utilizes base (piperidine; 20% piperidine 

in DMF) for the deprotection step. In Boc-chemistry removal of the peptide from the resin 

and the side-chain protecting groups at the end of the synthesis is attained by incubating in 

hydrofluoric acid (HF), a reaction that can be dangerous, whereas in Fmoc-chemistry 

cleavage and deprotection of the peptide is performed by treating the resin with TFA, which is 

easier and safer (42).  

 



 
Figure 11: The general principle of  SPPS using either Boc or Fmoc chemistry. 
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1.5.3 Native chemical ligation  
 

Native chemical ligation (NCL) is a method for constructing a large polypeptide from two 

unprotected peptides (43). This strategy requires the use of a thioester linker between the resin 

and the C-terminus of the peptide. The general principle of NCL is a chemoselective reaction 

between a peptide containing a C-terminal thioester with a peptide with an N-terminal 

cysteine. This reaction will proceed in the presence of a thiol catalyst and the C-terminal 

thioester undergoes nucleophilic attack by the side chain of the cysteine residue at the N-

terminal of the other peptide. The initial thioester-linked intermediate rearranges spontaneous 

in the same reaction conditions to form the favorable geometric arrangement which is the 

native peptide bond at the ligation site. The principles of NCL can be used to produce cyclic 

peptides as demonstrating in Figure 12. By synthesizing a peptide with an N terminus 

cysteine and a thioester on the C terminus an intramolecular NCL reaction during the HF 

cleaving will form an amide binding between the N and C termini and hence make the 

backbone of the peptide cyclic. This technique will be used in this project to cyclize small 

peptides. NCL is limited to reaction at an N-terminal cysteine residue because of the SH-

containing side chain. The thioester linker is base labile and incompatible with the Fmoc 

deprotection step, thus disfavoring Fmoc chemistry (43). Hence Boc chemistry has to be used 

whenever cyclic peptides are synthesized. 

 

 

Figure 12: A: The principle of native chemical ligation. The product contains a native peptide 
bond. B: the principles of NCL used to produce cyclic peptides. 
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1.5.4 Protein folding and cyclization 
 

Oxidation of peptides forms the disulfide bridges between the cysteines and folds the peptides 

into their correct three dimensional structures. In a peptide with more than two cysteines an 

oxidation can produce a number of non native disulfide isomers in addition to the native one. 

As there are a large number of possible disulfide isomers that can be produced (15 for six 

cysteines) it is often difficult to determine the optimum oxidative folding conditions required 

to form the desired disulfide isomer in vitro and a range of conditions have to be examined. 

Disulfide-rich peptides like the conotoxins and cyclotides are of great interest when it comes 

to oxidative folding mechanisms. As described earlier the disulfide bonds in the cyclotides 

form a CCK. Given the topological complexity of the CCK, intermediates present in the 

oxidative folding pathway would be of interest to understand the formation of the CCK. 

Knowledge about the intermediates or misfolded products could potentially lead to assistance 

in the design and optimization of the synthesis of engineered cyclotide and conotoxin analogs. 

(44). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 



2 Results 
 

2.1 Cyclotides 
 

2.1.1 Peptide Synthesis and Oxidative Folding of Kalata B5 
 

Kalata B5 was manually synthesized using Boc chemistry SPPS with an average coupling 

yield per amino acid of 99.3%. To make the backbone cyclic the NCL strategy (chapter 1.5.3) 

was used. Since the NCL requires a cysteine residue at the N terminus, Gly19 was chosen as 

the start point and Cys20 the endpoint for the synthesis. The sequence is shown in the 

introduction (chapter 1.2.4). After the last amino acid was coupled the peptide was cleaved 

from the resin with HF/p-cresol/p-thiocresol (18:1:1 v/v/v) at -5-0˚C for 1.5 hour. The residual 

HF was evaporated, and the crude peptide was washed with cold diethyl ether, filtered and 

redissolved in 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA and lyophilized. After identification and 

purification of the linear peptide by ES-MS and RP-HPLC (Figure 13 and Figure 14), the 

fully reduced peptide was oxidized in 0.1 M NH4HCO3 and propan-2-ol (50:50 v/v) (condition 

18, Appendix 1) to yield a mixture of disulfide isomers.  

 

Figure 13: HPLC trace of crude kalata B5. The peptide elutes after approximately 45 
minutes.  
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Figure 14: ES-MS of the collected fractions. M+2 and M+3 of fully reduced kalata B5 are 
shown in the spectrum. Calculated MW for the linear peptide with the thioester included is 
3230.6 g/mol. 

A series of different oxidation conditions were examined and Figure 15 show six examples of 

in total 13 different oxidation conditions that were examined for kalata B5 (condition 3, 9, 18, 

21, 22, 24-26, 28 and 31-34 in Appendix 1).  
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Figure 15: Oxidation trials of kalata B5; condition 3 (top left), condition 9 (middle left), 
condition 18 (bottom left), condition 21 (top right), condition 22 (middle right), and condition 
26 (bottom right). Condition #18 was used for up-scaled oxidation of the peptide. 

 

All the conditions resulted in one major product and several byproducts. Condition 18 gave 

the highest yield of the major product, and was therefore used for an up-scaled oxidation of 

the peptide which gave 3.1 mg of pure oxidized peptide. 

 

2.1.2  1H NMR of the Synthesized Peptide Kalata B5 
 

To check the folding of the major isomer the peptide was analyzed by 1H NMR (Bruker 500 

MHz). Comparison of the spectra of this isomer and the natural kalata B5 (extracted from O. 
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affinis) showed different pattern, indicating that the synthetic peptide does not have the native 

fold and is rather a non-native form of kalata B5 (Figure 16, referred as KB5nn).  

 

Figure 16: Comparison of the 2D NMR spectra of kalata B5 isolated from O. affinis aligned 
with the isomer synthesized in this project. The alignment shows that the two structures have 
different chemical shifts and is not the same. 

 

This is the first time a misfolded cyclotide gives a well dispersed spectrum on the NMR. 

Therefore this represents an excellent opportunity to examine the structure of a misfolded 

product with the intention to obtain an insight into the factors that may cause misfolding of 

this peptide with the view to optimize the synthesis. The difference between kalata B5 and 

kB5nn was confirmed by RP-HPLC which showed that the two peptides had different 

retention times (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17: Comparison of the retention times of the naturally occurring kalata B5 and 
misfolded kB5 (kB5nn) on RP-HPLC. 

In a recent paper Aboye et al. also synthesized a bracelet cyclotide, cycloviolacin O2, which  

resulted in a predominant misfolded peptide, but they managed to rearrange the misfolded 

form to the native form by using a complex buffer containing a nonionic detergent, 5% Brij 

35 (condition 22, Appendix 1). This buffer did not work for our synthetic linear kalata B5. 

The different chromatograms from RP-HPLC in Figure 15 show a mixture of isomers from 

the oxidation, but there is no significant peak for the native kalata B5, which has retention 

time approximately 34.2 min (shown in Figure 17). Condition 21 gave a minor isomer eluting 

at 34.26 min, which might be the native kalata B5. 

In contrast to the cycloviolacin O2 intermediate (CVO2nn) the non-native form of kalata B5 

gave well dispersed spectra indicating a rigid well and defined three dimensional structure. 
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We were not able to solve the disulfide connectivity by reduction alkylation as the partially 

reduced peptide was impossible to alkylate, but Aboye et al. solved the disulfide connectivity 

of the misfolded CVO2nn by this method.  

The difference between the αH chemical shift observed for kB5nn and that for the same 

residue in a random coil peptide are the secondary αH chemical shifts. When peptides possess 

similar secondary shifts it provides a strong indication that the molecular structures of the 

peptides are much alike. Figure 18 shows a comparison between the secondary αH chemical 

shifts of kB5nn and CVO2nn and highlights the structural similarity between these peptides. 

This indicates that the three dimensional structures are much alike and there is a great 

possibility that the two structures have the same disulfide connectivity. Both CVO2 and kalata 

B5 consist of 30 amino acid residues and have an extended loop 3 and lysine residues in loop 

5 (Figure 3), which are characteristic features of the bracelet cyclotides. Due to lack of NOES 

in the spectra Aboye et al. were unable to solve the structure of the O2 intermediate. In 

contrast, our kB5nn gave good quality spectra suitable for structure determination. 

 

2.1.3 Assignment of Spectra 
 

The structure of the kB5nn was determined by recording and assigning 2D NMR spectra. By 

using the sequential assignment procedure (45) the assignment was straightforward. The 

individual amino acid spin systems were determined from the TOCSY spectrum by using the 

NH-NHi+1, Hα-NH i+1 and Hβ-NHi+1 connectivities acquired from the NOESY spectrum.  

 



 

 

Figure 18:  Comparison of the chemical shifts from the NMR data of synthesized kB5nn and 
cycloviolacin O2 intermediate (CVO2nn). A: The Hα chemical shift values for kB5nn (red) 
and CVO2nn (blue). B: Secondary shift values for CVO2nn (blue) and kB5nn (red).  
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2.1.4 Structure Determination of kB5nn 
 

The structure of kB5nn was calculated using 31 dihedral angles. The φ and χ1 angle restraints 

were based on coupling constants and NOE patterns, and the calculated restraints are shown 

in Table 2. 3JHα, HN (Hz) was measured from the 1D NMR spectra.  

Table 2 

Dihedral angle restraints used in structure calculation of kalata B5 non-native 

 Dihedral angle 

restraints 

Coupling constants 
3JHα, HN (Hz) 

Amino acid residues 

Φ -120±30 8.0-9.5 Thr2, Cys4, Ser7, 

Cys8, Ile11, Cys22, 

Thr23, Val26, Cys27, 

Tyr28  

 105±95  Glu6, Val9, Tyr10, 

Cys13, Val17, Ile18, 

Cys20, Ser21, Asp24, 

Lys25, Leu29, Asn30 

 -100±80  Ile14, Ser15 

χ1 -60±30 

180±30 

 Glu6, Lys25, Tyr28 

Tyr10, Cys20, Cys22, 

Cys 27 

  

The final CYANA run calculated 50 structures, and used the 20 lowest energy structures to 

produce the structural ensemble shown in Figure 19 a. The structure has a mean RMSD (root 

mean square deviation) from the average structure of 0.79±0.53Å for the backbone atoms and 

1.21±0.47Å for all heavy atoms.  

 



 

Figure 19: a) The twenty lowest energy structures. The structures are overlaid from residues 
12-28. b) Mean structure shown as ribbon representation with the disulfides in ball and stick 
format. The disulfide connectivity is I-II, III-IV, and V-VI. 

 

The peptide has a region of about ten residues that is quite flexible and hence the RMSD 

value is quite high for this part of the peptide (Figure 19 a). From residues 12-28 we get more 

similar alignment for the ensemble of structures Table 3 summarizes the geometric statistics 

of the 20 lowest energy structures for this well-structured region of the peptide. The region of 

the structure which is more well-defined shows an extended structure that suggests the 

presence of two anti parallel β-strands in this part of the molecule. The Hα signals are also 

shifted downfield in the spectra, which support an extended secondary structure consistent 

with a β-strand, but due to no hydrogen bonds there is not enough evidence to confirm the β-

strands. The disulfide connectivity was adapted from the misfolded CVO2nn, but the three 

dimensional structure of kB5nn without the disulfides suggested the same connectivity.  
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Table 3 

Structural characteristics of the 20 lowest energy structures of kB5nn 

Parameter  

Experimental restraints  

Sequental NOEs 75 

Medium range NOEs 15 

Long range NOEs 17 

Hydrogen bonds 0 

Dihedral angles 9 

Atomic RMSDs (Å)*  

Backbone atoms 0.79±0.53Å 

Heavy atoms 1.21±0.47Å 

Ramachandran statistics  

Residues in most allowed regions 53.6% 

Residues in additional allowed regions 46.4% 

*Atomic RMSDs are the pairwise RMS difference for the family of structures 

 

The peptide is synthesized as linear, but forms the cyclic backbone during oxidation. This 

reaction (NCL) between Gly19 and Cys20 is described earlier. In Figure 20 the binding of 

these two amino acids is confirmed by the sequential HN-Hα NOEs between Cys20 and 

Gly19, indicated on the figure by the black line. 



 

 

Figure 20: The NOESY and TOCSY spectra showing the assignment of NH-Hα of all the 
residues in kB5nn. The line is showing the continuous assignments through the region where 
the cyclization has happened; from residue G19-C20. 

 

The surface structure of kB5nn (Figure 21) show hydrophobic residues in green close together 

and charged residues in red and blue gathered on the surface pointed out in the solvent. The 

way these residues have clumped together, due to their properties, is probably the reason why 

the molecule has stabilized in this conformation. This kind of positioning seems to happen 

with other misfolded bracelets as well. The glutamic acid (Glu6) is important for the 

stabilized cyclotide fold as the amino acid is situated in the core of the molecule and forms 

hydrogen bonds with the surrounding amino acids (46). Figure 21 illustrates that the 

misfolded form of kalata B5 has this glutamic acid pointing out in the solvent.  
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Figure 21: The surface structure of kalata B5 non-native; the green parts showing 
hydrophobic regions, the yellow showing the cysteines, the light blue showing glycines, the 
red showing negatively charged residues, and the blue showing positively charged residues. 

 

 

2.1.5 Insecticidal Activity of Kalata B5 
 

Kalata B5 was tested for insecticidal activity because previous reports suggested that this 

bracelet cyclotide would be 10-fold more potent than kalata B1 (unpublished data). H. 

armigera were divided up in three groups of four larvae each and fed an artificial diet where 

one group had a diet supplemented with kalata B5. For comparison another group was fed a 

diet supplemented with kalata B1 and the last group was a control group with no supplements. 

The mortality rate and growth were measured over 90 hours. In the last day the remaining diet 

and the frass produced by the larvae were also measured.  

As it was not possible to produce kalata B5 synthetically due to the accumulation of the non 

native misfolded product, kalata B5 and B1 used in these trials have been extracted from 

aerial parts of O. affinis using efficient strategies for extraction (12) (provided by Dr Josh 

Mylne, Crystal Huang and Dr Manuel R. Plan).  

Our data show that kalata B1 is more potent as an insecticidal than kalata B5. The larvae in 

the group of controls grew to a final weight of 17.4 mg whereas the treated populations grew 
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to 15.2 mg and 22.4 mg for kalata B1 and kalata B5, respectively. Mean weight difference 

after 90 hours of feeding was 16.0 mg, 12.3 mg and 18.7 mg for the control group, kalata B1 

group and kalata B5 group, respectively. Figure 22 shows the mean percentage weight 

difference over time for the different groups in the trial. One larva in the group feeding on the 

kalata B5 diet was large and grew significantly more than the other larvae in the treatment. By 

removing the numbers for this particular larva the mean numbers for the two groups of kalata 

B1 and kalata B5 were quite similar. Final weight is then 15.6 mg for the kalata B5 group and 

mean weight difference 12.9 mg. 250 mg of diet was prepared, and they ate in average 77% of 

their diet. A t-test gave p-values >0.5 for the comparison between all the groups and shows 

that there was no significant difference between the groups as the number of replicates was 

too low.  

 

 

Figure 22: The percentage weight difference of the larvae during 90 hours of feeding trials. 
The control group (blue), kalata B1 group (red) and kalata B5 group (green).  

 

In contrast to what has been reported earlier the larvae which were fed kalata B5 had the 

highest number in mean weight gain (Table 4). 
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Table 4 

 Mean weight difference, mean diet consumed, and mean amount of frass produced after 
90 hours of feeding trials with H. armigera (mg) 

 Mean  weight 

difference after 90 

hours 

Mean diet consumed  Mean amount of 

frass produced 

Control 16.0±1.3 195.3±1.8 7±1 

Kalata B1 12.3±2.8 182.9±5.3 7.7±2.4 

Kalata B5 18.7±10.3 202.7±13.6 14±3.6 
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2.2 Conotoxins 
 
2.2.1 Design and Synthesis of Three Analogues of cPVIIA 
 

PVIIA is a potent potassium channel blocker which suffers from in vivo degradation. In this 

study I have attempted to synthesize a cyclic version of PVIIA by adding a linker between the 

N and C terminal of the peptide chain. With a distance between the N and C termini of PVIIA 

of 12.6 ± 0.29 Å (estimated from the three dimensional structure of PVIIA), molecular 

modeling techniques calculated the number of residues in the linker to be four or more. Fewer 

than four residues in the linker will cause restraints in the molecule. Based on the calculated 

data three cyclic analogues of PVIIA were designed, with the following linker sequences: 

TRNG (PVIIA4), GGAAGG (PVIIA6) and GGAAGAG (PVIIA7) (Figure 10). All linker 

calculations were done by Dr Richard Clark. Three analogues of PVIIA were synthesized 

manually using Boc-chemistry SPPS. The average yields of the coupling reactions were 

99.6%, 99.3% and 99.8% for PVIIA4, PVIIA6 and PVIIA7, respectively. After the chain 

assembly was completed, the N-terminal Boc group was removed with TFA, and the resin 

washed with DMF and DCM and dried under a nitrogen atmosphere. About 500 mg of the 

resin was cleaved using HF/p-cresol/p-thiocresol (18:1:1 v/v/v) at -5-0˚C for 1.5 hour. The 

residual HF was evaporated, and the crude peptide was washed with cold diethyl ether, 

dissolved in 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA and lyophilized. The crude peptide was 

redissolved in 0.05% TFA (buffer A), and analyzed by RP-HPLC and ES-MS. 

Several oxidation conditions were examined for the linear fully reduced peptide (Appendix 1, 

conditions 1-6 and 8) and they all yielded a mixture of isomers. Figure 24 shows that 

condition 3 produced the highest yield of the major isomer, which was believed to be in the 

native form. 



 

Figure 23: Oxidation trials of PVIIA7. Condition 2 (top left), condition 3 (middle left), 
condition 4 (bottom left), condition 5 (top right), condition 6 (middle right), and condition 8 
(bottom right) 

To limit the number of possible isomers to three, the peptides were synthesized with Acm 

protecting groups for Cys III and Cys VI. The Acm protecting groups will still be attached to 

the cysteines after the HF cleavage whereas the other cysteines which are synthesized with 

MeBzl protecting groups will have their MeBzl groups released during HF cleaving. 

Therefore will only Cys I, Cys II, Cys IV and Cys V form disulfides during the oxidation, and 

possible disulfide connectivities are shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 24: The different isomers of disulfide connectivities that can be obtained after the first 
step oxidation. The globular form of the disulfide connectivity is the native form.  

Another oxidation step is necessary to oxidize the Acm protecting cysteines, Cys III and Cys 

VI; the iodine oxidation. This method will simplify the purification and identification, but the 

disadvantage of this method is that the Acm protecting groups may limit the native folding of 

the peptide since one of the disulfides are predetermined. If all the cysteines are protected by 

MeBzl as many as 15 isomers may form during the oxidation, which will make it more 

difficult to isolate the native one.  

The partially oxidized peptide was fully oxidized with iodine and the Acm protecting 

cysteines would form the last disulfide. RP-HPLC and ES-MS analyses confirmed the major 

product to be fully oxidized. Purified cPVIIA4, cPVIIA6 and cPVIIA7 were analyzed by 1H 

NMR to check the folding. All three analogues gave poorly dispersed 1H NMR spectra 

(Figure 26), indicating a lack of a well ordered three dimensional structure. 
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Figure 25: 1H NMR spectra of the one of the cPVIIA7 analogue showing a poorly dispersed 
spectra, indicating a product which is not folded. The lack of peaks in the region of 9-11 ppm 
indicates a not folded product. 

 

 
2.2.2 Synthesis of cPVIIA (without Acm Protecting Groups) 
 

The Acm protected Cys residues could have limited the native folding of the peptides. 

PVIIA7 was therefore synthesized again, but with no Acm protected Cys residues this time. 

The possible isomers after the oxidation will then be 15. Average coupling yield was 99.8%. 

After purification and oxidation with condition 3 (Appendix 1.), the folding was analyzed by 
1H NMR, but the spectra showed poor dispersion of NMR signals which is indicative of a 

misfolded peptide. 
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Comparison of the retention times of the newly synthesized PVIIA7 with only MeBzl 

protecting cysteines and the PVIIA7 with two Acm protected cysteines show that the peptides 

have approximately the same retention times, indicating similar misfolded peptides. 

When NCL is used the cyclization is the fast step in the reaction and the formation of 

disulfides is the rate limiting step. When the cyclic backbone of the peptide is made first it 

may limit the native folding since the cyclic peptide will not be as flexible as the linear one 

and the positions where the disulfides form is probably harder to make because of restraints.  

2.2.3 Synthesis of PVIIAs7 without the Thioester Linker 

The last attempt to make PVIIA fold properly into to the native form was to synthesize the 

peptide without the thioester linker. Now the linker of Gly and Ala residues were split and 

attached to both termini; GAGG was added on the N terminus and GAG on the C terminus. 

Since we had not been able to form the native folding of PVIIA so far it was decided to 

attempt a strategy where the disulfides were formed first and then the cyclization reaction 

would be performed. The difficulty in this approach is that as the cyclization is a simple 

amide bond formation other unwanted side reactions may occur e.g. reactions between the 

side chains to the termini or intermolecular reactions which form dimers. PVIIA has three 

lysines and two aspartic acids whose side chains can also form amide bonds.  

 The synthesis was conducted with Microwave-assisted (CEM Microwave Peptide 

Synthesizer with PepDriver software) Fmoc SPPS. After cleavage with TFA, the crude 

peptide was purified by RP-HPLC with a 1% linear gradient of buffer B in buffer A (Figure 

27). 

 

Figure 26: RP-HPLC of crude PVIIAs7 (-thioester linker). 
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Several oxidation trials of PVIIAs7 were conducted (Appendix 1, condition: 1-4, 7-8, 11-17, 

19-20, 22-23, 26-27, 29-30, 35-44) and analyzed on the analytical HPLC. Condition 29 (0.1 

M NH4OAc, 1mM GSH, 0.1mM GSSG, pH 7.9 at 4˚C for 24 hours) seemed to be the one 

with the best yield from the intensities of the peaks (Figure 28), and was used in up-scaled 

oxidation of the peptide. Approximately 1mg of the pure folded linear PVIIAs7 was prepared 

for NMR data analysis by dissolving it in 500µL H2O and 50 µL D2O. The spectra from 1H 

NMR shows well dispersed peaks in the area of 9-11 ppm which confirms the folding of 

peptide (Figure 29). 

 

Figure 27: Some examples of the oxidation conditions examined for PVIIAs7; condition 16 
(top left), condition 38 (middle left), condition 29 (bottom left), condition 19 (top right), 
condition 23 (middle right), and condition 17 (bottom right). 
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Figure 28: 1H NMR spectra of linear PVIIAs7. A well dispersed spectra showing that the 
peptide has folded. The dispersed peaks in the region of 9-11 ppm confirm the folding. 

 

2.2.4 1H NMR Resonance Assignments of Linear PVIIAs7 
 

The spin systems for the individual amino acids from the TOCSY spectrum were identified 

and assigned to specific residues in the sequence using the NH-NHi+1, Hα-NH i+1 and Hβ-

NHi+1 connectivities from the NOESY experiments. Secondary chemical shifts (Figure 30) for 

the backbone Hα protons were calculated using the measured chemical shifts and the random 

coil values. Comparison of the Hα chemical shifts and the Hα secondary chemical shifts 

between the synthetic linear PVIIAs7 and the isolated linear PVIIA from C. purpurascens 

(33) show that the structures are quite similar and thus possess similar three dimensional 

structures. 
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Figure 29: A: Hα chemical shifts for isolated PVIIA from C. purpurascens (blue) and 
synthesized linear PVIIAs7 (red). B: Values of secondary shifts for isolated PVIIA from C. 
purpurascens (blue) and synthesized linear PVIIAs7 (red). The values for each peptide are 
almost identical indicating that the three dimensional structures are very similar, which they 
are supposed to be.  
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2.2.5 Cyclization of the Linear PVIIAs7 
 

Three different methods were tested to find the optimum conditions to cyclize the linear 

folded PVIIAs7. Because the glycines on each terminus of the linear peptide are achiral they 

will form only one isomer no matter how they are approaching each other in the reaction. 

These coupling agents were attempted in the following concentrations: 

i) HBTU and DIPEA in DMF  

a. 739 and 2264 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 150µL DMF (peptide 

concentration of ~0.7 mg/ml) 

b. 18.5 and 3629 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 183 µL DMF 

(peptide concentration of ~0.6 mg/ml) 

ii) PyBOP and DIPEA in DCM 

a. 2 and 10 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 3 ml DCM (peptide 

concentration of ~0.03 mg/ml) 

b. 7 and 227 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 0.5 ml DCM (peptide 

concentration of ~0.2 mg/ml) 

c. 21 and 680 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 1.5 ml DCM (peptide 

concentration of ~0.07 mg/ml) 

d. 142 and 4536 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 100 ml DCM (peptide 

concentration of ~0.01 mg/ml) 

iii) HOBt and EDC in DMSO 

a. 20 and 60 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 3 ml DMSO (peptide 

concentration of ~0.03 mg/ml) 

b. 27 and 209 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 0.5 ml DMSO (peptide 

concentration of ~0.2 mg/ml) 

c. 82 and 628 molar peptide equivalents, respectively, in 1.5 ml DMSO (peptide 

concentration of ~0.07 mg/ml) 
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The reaction with HBTU and DIPEA in DMF was quenched with 10 µL of TFA after 

approximately 1 min. The reaction mixtures with PyBOP/DIPEA and HOBt/EDC were stirred 

at room temperature (22˚C) for approximately 12 hours and approximately 18 hours, 

respectively.  

The progress of the cyclization reactions were monitored by ES-MS and analytical RP-HPLC 

on a C18 column (Phenomenex, 250 x 4.60 mm 5 micron, 300 Å pore size, 5µm particle size) 

using a 2% linear gradient of buffer B in buffer A at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The different 

masses of reduced or oxidized PVIIAs7 are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 

The different masses of PVIIAs7 during oxidation 

 Mass 

(g/mol) 

M+2   

(m/z) 

M+3  

(m/z) 

M+4  

(m/z) 

M+5  

(m/z) 

Linear reduced 

PVIIAs7 

3703 1852.5 1235.3 927.8 741.6 

Linear oxidized 

PVIIAs7 

3697* 1849.5 1233.3 925.3 740.4 

Cyclic oxidized 

PVIIAs7 

3679** 1840.5 1227.3 920.8 736.8 

*The linear folded peptide will have 6 masses less than the non-folded one, corresponding to the loss of 6 H. 
**The cyclic folded peptide will have 18 masses less than the linear folded peptide, corresponding to the loss of 
H2O during the amide bond formation. 

 

Method i), which involved the HBTU and DIPEA in DMF, did not appear to be efficient. RP-

HPLC analysis of the reaction mixture showed several peaks, but the desired cyclic product 

was absent. ES-MS analysis of the peaks did not identify the mass of cPVIIA7, but a number 

of unidentified masses of what must be different side reactions. The concentration of the 

coupling agents were changed (i b), but there were no sight of a cyclic PVIIAs7. By taking 

ES-MS analyses between the adding of the different coupling agents we saw that the peptide 

disappeared.  



The peptide did not manage to cyclize with method ii) either. With the lowest concentration 

of the coupling agents (ii a) there was hardly observed any peaks at all, and the few peaks 

which were collected were not concentrated enough to show any masses at all on the ES-MS 

analyses. With higher concentrations of the coupling agents (ii b, c and d) a major peak eluted 

after approximately 38 min (Figure 31, peak B) and the ES-MS of the peak show masses of 

what might be a polymeric byproduct of the reaction (Figure 32). 

Figure 30: Attempt to cyclize PVIIAs7 with method ii b). Two major peaks are eluted. A: the 

linear peptide, B: a byproduct of PVIIAs7.  

 

 

Figure 31: The ES-MS of peak B in Figure 31. The masses have not been identified to a 
specific product. 
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The linear PVIIAs7 was also identified on the ES-MS with a retention time of approximately 

24 min (peak A), but there were no masses identified of cPVIIA7. Dimerization of the peptide 

and reactions between the side chains are more likely to happen when the peptide 

concentration is high. In the very last attempt was the peptide concentration made really low 

(ii d) to avoid the intermolecular reactions, but still there was several polymeric byproducts 

produced (data not shown), which have not yet been identified due to time restraints. 

With method iii) a major peak eluted approximately 30 min (Figure 33, peak B), but the ES-

MS analysis of the peak did not show any mass of interest (Figure 34).  

   

Figure 32: The RP-HPLC trace of the cyclization reaction of PVIIAs7 with method ii). One 
major peak elutes at 30 min. The peak eluted at 13 min is the reaction agents.  
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Figure 33: ES-MS of peak B in Figure 33. The spectra show a mixture of several masses that 
are the masses of different byproducts from the reaction. 

The fractions from the time period where the linear PVIIAs7 usually elutes (approximately 

24-27 min, Figure 35) showed some very, weak signals on the ES-MS of the correct masses 

of cPVIIA7 (Figure 36). The intensity was too low to draw any conclusions from the ES-MS 

analyses and the amounts were too small to isolate anything of the wanted peptide. 

 

Figure 34: The RP-HPLC trace from Figure 33 with the range 22-27 min. Some minor peaks 
were identified by ES-MS as shown in Figure 37 and Figure 36. 
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Figure 35: ES-MS of peak D and E in Figure 35. The masses match the mass of a cyclic 
PVIIAs7.  

 

 

Figure 36: The masses of the linear PVIIAs7 were identified by ES-MS of peaks A, B and C in 
Figure 35.  
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3 Discussion 
 

3.1 Cyclotides 

3.1.1 Synthesis and Oxidative Folding of the Plant Cyclotide Kalata B5 
 

The extraordinary stability and sequence variability possessed by the cyclotides, together with 

their potent and diverse bioactivities suggest that these cyclic peptides are ideal scaffolds for 

the generation of stable protein-based drugs and as potential drug leads in agriculture and 

biotechnology. The CCK is an attractive scaffold for engineering proteins because it causes 

the ultrahigh stability of the protein. However, to fully exploit the system of the CCK we need 

to understand the properties of the scaffold. The bracelet subfamily, which is the major part of 

the cyclotides, has, due to a lack of a synthetic methodology, been excluded from being used 

as drug design templates. Before the framework can be fully exploited and the structural 

diversity can be available by synthesis, it is of great importance that the most efficient folding 

condition for bracelet cyclotides is found.  

Kalata B5 was synthesized and oxidized as described in the previous section, but 1H NMR 

comparison to the natural isolated kalata B5 showed different spectra. A non-native form of 

kalata B5 was made and identified as a predominant folding product in the RP-HPLC 

analyses of the folding mixture. The cyclic backbone, together with the formation of the three 

disulfide bonds are features that define the topologically complex CCK motif and folding of 

this has proven to be quite challenging. A number of possible folding conditions from the 

literature were evaluated, but the misfolded isomer gave the highest yield in most of the 

different oxidation conditions (Figure 15). Since the cyclotides have 3 disulfides, there are 15 

possible isomers produced after an oxidation. As a result, an oxidation often results in a 

misfolded form. However, since the misfolded peptide had a well dispersed NMR spectrum, 

the structure was able to be determined. Studying the structure of a misfolded peptide can 

give vital information about why the misfolding happens and provide useful knowledge for 

future work with the bracelet cyclotides. Due to their extraordinary stability, the cyclotides 

have the potential to be used as scaffolds for bioactive sequences that can be grafted into the 

cyclotide backbone. Of all the cyclotides characterized so far, 70% are from the bracelet 

subfamily, and until now it has been difficult to make these peptides fold into their native 
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form. Like the synthesis of kalata B5, the synthesis of CVO2 also ended in a misfolded 

product. This was solved using a complex buffer system. Unfortunately this same buffer was 

ineffective in the folding of kalata B5. With retention time of approximately 34 min, a 

possible native form of kalata B5 was recognized in condition 21 with 50% propan-2-ol (a 

classical folding mixture for cyclotides). For further work with folding of kalata B5 I would 

suggest investigating this buffer condition closer and try optimizing it with different 

concentrations of reduced and oxidized glutations, different incubation times and different 

temperatures. Other organic solvents, like methanol or DMSO, can also be tested. According 

to previous reports, nonionic detergents can improve the oxidative folding of disulfide rich 

hydrophobic peptides (47). Brij 35 was examined in this project, but did not fold our peptide. 

Tween 40 and Tween 60 are other detergents that can be studied. For an up-scaled synthesis 

of bracelet cyclotides for commercial use, the folding issues must be solved. It is therefore 

essential that the structure of kB5nn is examined. 

 

3.1.2 Structure Determination of Non-Native Kalata B5  
 

The structure of the misfolded product of the original synthesis of kalata B5 was determined. 

A comparison of the Hα chemical shifts and the Hα secondary shifts of kB5nn and another 

misfolded bracelet cyclotide, CVO2nn, showed quite similar values. This indicates similar 

three dimensional structures. Structural determination of kB5nn showed that it had a flexible 

region in the molecule. Distance restraints suggested the existence of two anti parallel β-

strands, but because there were no data on hydrogen bonds, these secondary structures could 

not be supported. Cyclotides are characterized by their hydrophobic properties. The formation 

of the cystine knot at the core of the molecule has forced the hydrophobic residues to the 

surface (13). The surface structure of native kalata B5 shows the hydrophobic residues 

(Figure 38 b and c) nicely spread out opposite to the surface structure of the misfolded kalata 

B5 (Figure 38 a and b). The surface structure of the misfolded peptide suggests that the 

structure has stabilized in this conformation because of how the hydrophobic residues have 

clumped together in the middle with the hydrophilic residues pointing out into the solvent.  



 

Figure 37: The surface structures of kalata B5 non-native front (a) and back (b), and kalata 
B5 native front (c) and back (d). The green regions are the hydrophobic residues, the blue 
and red regions are the charged residues, the glycines are in cyan and the cysteines are in 
yellow. 

It has been suggested that the various biological activities of the cyclotides are due to their 

hydrophobic properties (13), which indicate that the non native form might not display the 

same activities because of a less hydrophobic surface. The glutamic acid (Glu6) is usually 

linking the cystine knot core to loop 3 through hydrogen bond interactions and thus helps to 

stabilize the cystine knot (46). The residue that is crucial for support of the cystine knot in 

kalata B5 non-native sticks out on the surface and hence the hydrogen bonds characteristic of 

the cyclotide fold is not able to be formed. 
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3.1.3 Insecticidal Activity of Kalata B5 
 

Experiments from the past have shown that kalata B1 and kalata B2, both from the Möbius 

subfamily, possess insecticidal activity against larvae of the cotton budworm, H. punctigera, 

and the cotton bollworm, H. armigera (11, 48). Kalata B5 is a member of the bracelet 

subfamily and on the basis of previous reports that this peptide is more active as an 

insecticidal than the other cyclotides tested (unpublished data), it was of interest to test its 

activity against caterpillars. In the current study I have examined the insecticidal activity of 

the plant cyclotide kalata B5 isolated from O. affinis.  

The feeding trials suggested that kalata B5 also had insecticidal activity but because of few 

replicates the results are not significant. Comparison of the mean numbers from a t-test shows 

that there is no difference between the groups. Previous feeding trials with kalata B1 have 

shown that it has insecticidal activity with groups of 16 replicates. Due to time constraints it 

was not possible to do a trial of that size. The feeding trial in this thesis attempted to give an 

initial idea of the activity of kalata B5 compared to kalata B1, however, with two deaths in the 

control group the trial suffered from very few replicates. The results did not give any 

significant indication that either kalata B1 or kalata B5 have insecticidal activity (t-test for all 

groups indicated a p-value > 50%).  

The three groups of larvae in the trial differ in starting weight, with the control group having 

the lowest mean starting weight (2.1 mg). The groups of larvae feeding on kalata B1 and 

kalata B5 are more similar (2.9 mg and 3.3 mg, respectively). The optimal trial would have 

similar mean starting weights in the three groups. The batch of the H. armigera larvae might 

have had some issues too. Two larvae were kept outside the feeding trial and were stored in 

their original containers with the original diet. After 90 hours these two larvae differed in their 

size with the largest of them being about twice the size of the first one. This suggests that the 

batch was not perfect. The originally ordered batch, which the diet was made up fresh for, 

was cancelled due to too many deaths. Because only small amounts of kalata B5 were 

available, the diet was made up only once. It was then stored in the refrigerator for a week 

until the next batch was ready. An antifungal solution was added to the solution, but there are 

many other possible microorganisms or enzymes that can contribute to the breakdown of the 

cyclotides. That could explain the similar weight between the groups fed the diet 

supplemented with cyclotides and the control group. Due to time restraint this trial was made 
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small, but it was too small to give any significant results. The trial should be repeated again in 

the future with more replicates. 

 

3.2 Conotoxins 
 

3.2.1 Synthesis and Oxidative Folding of the κ-Conotoxin PVIIA 
 

High selectivity for specific membrane receptors and ion channels, in addition to the fact that 

they are small and easily synthesized, make the conotoxins excellent drug leads. Their 

susceptibility to enzymatic degradation inspired the idea of cyclization, which has shown to 

work for some conotoxins (8). The variations between the different classes have to be taken 

into consideration in designing cyclic versions of them. Cyclization is potentially an effective 

and widely applicable approach in enhancing the suitability of disulfide-rich peptides as 

drugs. Optimizing the linker sizes and the folding conditions to the specific peptide will be a 

big step towards making conotoxins available as potential pharmacological tools, drug leads 

or drugs themselves. 

In this study I have examined the synthesis and cyclization of the conotoxin PVIIA. It has 

been proven that cyclization of linear conotoxins increase their stability in human plasma (8). 

Clark et al. showed that cyclization of conotoxins with the appropriate linker give peptides 

with improved stability and similar biological activity to the native peptide. A linker of seven 

residues was shown to be the best for the α-conotoxin MII (8). 

In our project we suffered from challenges with the oxidative folding. PVIIA with a thioester 

did cyclize, but did not fold into the native form. We believe that the peptide cyclized before 

the disulfide bridges were formed, which may have made it unfavorable for the peptide to 

make the native cysteine connectivity. When the peptide forms the cyclic backbone it will add 

a structural restraint that could perturb the correct folding of the peptide. A correctly sized 

linker is crucial in order for the cyclic peptide to be able to fold and maintain the same 

bioactivity while increasing the stability. Careful considerations are necessary in choosing the 

perfect linker to span the distance between the N and C termini. If a linker is too short it will 

introduce strain and disturb the folding of the synthetic peptide relative to the native structure. 
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This may explain the difficulties in our case with PVIIA. Linkers of four, six and seven amino 

acids were used in the peptide synthesis, but none of the analogues of PVIIA folded properly. 

They all gave poorly dispersed 1H NMR spectra which suggest a lack of a well ordered three 

dimensional structure. The seven-residue-linker that worked well with the α-conotoxin MII 

(8) did not work out well for our κ-conotoxin. The conserved features of the α-conotoxins (i.e. 

α-helix and the I-III and II-IV disulfide connectivity) do not apply for PVIIA, which is a κ-

conotoxin. The lengths of the two peptides differ as well. The MII is a 16 residue peptide with 

two disulfides, whereas PVIIA consist of 27 residues and has three disulfides. With 11 more 

amino acids in its chain, PVIIA is a more complex conotoxin and therefore may require 

further considerations in predicting linker lengths.  

PVIIA was finally synthesized without the thioester in attempt to make the disulfide bridges 

form before the cyclization. The linear peptide was oxidized and isolated, and 1H NMR 

experiments showed a well dispersed spectrum which confirmed the folding of the peptide. 

This shows that it was not the additional residues to the termini in the earlier trials that caused 

a misfolding but the cyclization itself.  

Three different methods were attempted to make the folded peptide cyclic; HBTU and DIPEA 

in DMF (i), PyBOP and DIPEA in DCM (ii) and HOBt and EDC in DMSO (iii). With the 

first method the peptide either vanished or it was in such low concentration that it could not 

be isolated in sufficient amounts on the RP-HPLC to be recognized on the ES-MS. This 

problem has been reported previously for HBTU and DIPEA couplings (49).  

The second method with PyBOP and DIPEA in DCM made a polymeric byproduct. The 

linear peptide was also observed in some of the fractions, which shows that some of the 

peptide did not react at all. The polymer was first observed in iib) when the peptide 

concentration was 0.2 mg/ml. The peptide concentration was reduced in an attempt to force 

the peptide to react with itself. In the two following reactions with method ii) the peptide 

concentrations were reduced to 0.07 mg/ml and 0.01 mg/ml in method c and d, respectively. 

The polymeric byproduct still appeared and there were no masses of the cyclic PVIIA 

observed on the ES-MS. PyBOP and DIPEA are strong reaction agents and reactions between 

all carboxyl- and amide groups can easily proceed. PVIIA contain several amino acids with 

carboxyl- and amide groups. Arginine, lysine, and histidine contain an amide in their side 

chains whereas aspartic acid contains carboxyl groups in their side chains. Reactions between 
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these might have happened as well as dimerization between multiple peptides. I was not able 

to identify the masses from the reaction with method iii). Due to time constraints, there was 

no time to modify these reactions further, a procedure that would have been followed if there 

was enough time.  

The last method with HOBt and EDC in DMSO did show some very small amounts of the 

masses of a cyclic PVIIA, but it was too little to be reliable. Some of the peptide had not 

reacted at all as the linear peptide was identified on the ES-MS. Method iii) also produced 

some byproducts, which we were not able to identify as anything related to PVIIA. The 

experiments were repeated with less concentrated peptide in attempt to favor formation of a 

cyclic monomer rather than intermolecular dimer formation, but the results showed the same 

as in the method with higher peptide concentrations.  
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4 Conclusion 
 

In my project I have synthesized and examined the activity of kalata B5. The synthesis of the 

bracelet cyclotide kalata B5 resulted in a misfolded product. The structure determination of 

the misfolded product indicated a very flexible region between residues 1-11. We were not 

able to determine the disulfide connectivity using reduction-alkylation. Since kB5nn and 

CVO2nn (another misfolded bracelet cyclotide) showed similar Hα chemical shifts and Hα 

secondary shifts, the disulfide connectivity of CVO2nn was used for kB5nn (I-II, III-IV, V-

VI). Peptides of the bracelet subfamily are known to be difficult to fold. The study of the 

structure of the misfolded kalata B5 should be investigated further in attempt to find answers 

of why the misfolding happened. Information about factors that can cause misfolding is 

essential for successful synthesis of bracelet cyclotides in the future. The fact that this is the 

main subfamily makes this kind of knowledge even more important as these peptides have 

great potential in the commercial pharmaceutical world. 

Isolated kalata B5 was investigated for its insecticidal activity against the larvae H. armigera, 

but owing to small groups and a short trial, the larvae trial did not give any significant results. 

However, the larvae assay suggested that kalata B5 has insecticidal activity, but not more than 

kalata B1. A larger trial is necessary to give significant results about the insecticidal activity 

of kalata B5.   

In the study of cyclization of the conotoxin PVIIA there were also challenges regarding the 

proper folding of the peptide. PVIIA was synthesized with different linkers, different 

protecting groups on the cysteines, and both with and without a thioester. A total of 33 

oxidation conditions were examined for the peptides. It was not until the peptide was 

synthesized without the thioester that it folded into its native conformation, which means it 

was linear while it folded. Similar Hα chemical shifts and Hα secondary shifts between 

synthesized PVIIAs7 and the native PVIIA confirmed the native folding of the synthesized 

peptide. Three different reaction agents were investigated for the cyclization of the oxidized 

PVIIAs7, but none of them resulted in a cyclic PVIIA. Method ii) might have produced small 

amounts of the cyclic PVIIA7, but the identification of the masses of a cyclic peptide could 

not be trusted as the intensity of the ES-MS analyses were too low to give a significant result.  
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PVIIA is a 27 amino acid long tightly folded peptide. To be able to cyclize the peptide, close 

considerations regarding linker size are crucial. In the very last part of my thesis I was close 

to producing a cyclic version of the PVIIA, but due to time constraints I was not able to 

optimize the cyclization conditions further (both method ii and iii). Promising progress has 

been achieved towards the synthesis of a cyclic PVIIA analogue and the project is one step 

away from discovering the optimized conditions for cyclization. This will be a big step 

towards a potential new drug or drug lead from the conotoxins. 
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5 Materials and Methods 
 

5.1 Kalata B5 
 

5.1.1 Synthesis of Kalata B5 
 

Kalata B5 was synthesized on a PAM-Gly resin (0.50 mmol scale, 1.06 g) by SPPS using in 

situ neutralization/HBTU (2-(1H-Benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium   

hexafluorophosphate) protocol for Boc chemistry (42). Because kalata B5 is a cyclic peptide, 

thioester-based cyclization is required and the synthesis has to end with a cysteine residue at 

the N-terminus. The peptide was therefore synthesized from Gly19 and finished with Cys20. 

After the peptide was synthesized it was cleaved with HF, purified with RP-HPLC with 1 % 

gradient buffer B in A at a flow rate of 8 ml/min.  

 

5.1.2 Oxidative Folding and Cyclization of Kalata B5 
 

Several folding conditions were examined for the linear kalata B5 (Table 1, Appendix 1, 

condition: 3, 9, 10, 18, 21, 22, 24-26, 28, 31-34). By analyzing them on the analytical 

reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) condition 18 was found 

to give the best yield. Approximately 10 mg of the fully reduced peptide was oxidized in 

50:50 0.1 M NH4HCO3 and propan-2-ol at 4˚C for 24 hours. After identification of the correct 

mass on the electrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) the oxidized peptide was analyzed by 

1D 1H NMR on a Bruker 600-MHz spectrometer and RP-HPLC for comparison with the 

natural kalata B5 (isolated from O. affinis). 

 

5.1.3 Determination of the Disulfide Connectivity in Kalata B5 Non-Native 
 

The close packing of the six cysteine residues makes determination of the disulfide 

connectivity by NMR difficult (50). The disulfide connectivity in kalata B5 non-native was 
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tried solved by partial reduction (with 20 mM TCEP in citrate buffer, pH 3) and selective 

labeling via alkylation (with 60 mM NEM). This method was also used to determine the 

disulfide connectivity in kalata B1 and confirmed the presence of the cystine knot in the 

prototypic cyclotide (50). 

Peptides (~ 0.5 mg in 0.5 ml of buffer A and ~ 30% buffer B as eluted from HPLC) were 

incubated with an equivalent volume of 20 mM TCEP and 0.2 M citrate buffer, pH 3.0, at 

37˚C for 4 minutes. By immediate injection on a Phenomenex Jupiter C18 column (250x4.6 

(inner diameter) mm, 5µm, 300 Å), the reaction was stopped. The peptide eluted with a 

shallow gradient at a flow rate of 1 ml/min (isocratic at 20% B for 10 min; 20-34% B in 3 

min; 34-40% B in 24 min; 40-100% B for 1 min, 100% for 2 min; and finally re-equilibration 

at 20% B for 11 min, giving a total time of 51 min). Partially reduced species were collected 

manually. To the fractions containing the peaks of interest were an equal volume of 60 mM 

N-ethyl-maleimide (NEM) in 0.2 M citrate buffer (pH 3) added. This method was pursued 

with incubation time both at room temperature for 15 hours and 37˚C for 2 hours. The 

reaction mixture was then loaded onto the HPLC and peaks collected and analyzed by ES-

MS. 

 

5.1.4 Feeding Trials with Kalata B5 
 

The artificial diet was made up by wheat germ (6.55 %), yeast (5.46 %), soy flour ( 7.42 %), 

nipagin (0.33 %), sorbic acid (0.11 %) and l-ascorbic acid (0.33 %) in three plastic containers, 

A, B and C. Kalata B1 (0.5 µmol) and kalata B5 (0.5 µmol) were added to diet A and B, 

respectively, while diet C was kept as a negative control. This was heated and added anti-

fungal solution (0.11 %) and 546 µL agar solution (27.3 %, made of 83.2 mg agar in 2 ml hot 

tap water which was heated at 60˚C). Holes were pierced in the lids of 12 eppendorf tubes and 

12 plastic containers with a syringe needle to provide aeration and lining tissues were put 

under the lids to prevent escape of larvae. The feeding containers were prepared by weighing 

in 250 mg diet. Cotton bollworms (H. armigera) were received from QDPI (Queensland 

Department of Primary Industries, Indooroopilly, QLD 4068, Australia). After 6 hours of 

starvation the larvae where transferred into appropriately labeled feeding containers. A wet 

towel was put on the top of the feeding containers to maintain humidity and prevent diet from 
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dehydration. After 18, 42, 66, and 90 hours of feeding the larvae were observed and weighed. 

For each weighing the larvae were transferred to the eppendorf tubes. On the last day the 

weight of the frass and the remaining diet were also measured. This day the larvae were 

photographed individually and comparatively. 

The cyclotides kalata B1 and kalata B5, which were used in the feeding trials of the H. 

armigera, were provided by Dr Josh Mylne and Crystal Huang. Both the cyclotides have been 

isolated from the plant O. affinis using standard methods. 

 

5.2 PVIIA 
 

5.2.1 Design and synthesis of Three Analogues of the κ-Conotoxin PVIIA with both 
Acm- and MeBzl Protecting Groups 
 

The κ-conotoxin PVIIA was synthesized with three different linkers; TRNG, GGAAGG, 

GGAAGAG. These linkers were designed by Dr Richard Clark and based on analyses of 

homology models generated by using the structural coordinate file of PVIIA (Protein Data 

Bank ID 1AV3 PVIIA, available from the PDB; www.rcsb.org/pdb) and the MODELER 

module within INSIGHT II (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego).  

The three analogues were synthesized manually by SPPS using Boc chemistry, starting from a 

PAM-Gly resin (0.5 mmol scale, 1.06 g resin), and amino acids were added to the resin using 

HBTU with in situ neutralization (42). Acm protected cysteines were used for CIII and CVI. 

Since the peptides synthesized are cyclic the NCL strategy was used (43). 

The couplings were determined using the ninhydrin test (51). A yield higher than 99.6% was 

used to move on the next amino acid. Another approach was to look at the color where the 

absence of the blue color was an indication that the reaction of the resin-bound amino groups 

was complete. The peptide was cleaved from the resin using HF with p-cresol and thiocresol 

as scavengers (HF:p-cresol:p-thiocresol; 18:1:1 v/v/v) at -5-0˚C for 1.5 hour. After cleavage, 

the peptides were precipitated with diethyl ether, filtered and redissolved in 50% acetonitrile, 

0.1% TFA and lyophilized. 

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb
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The crude peptides were purified by RP-HPLC using a 1% gradient (100% solvent A to 80% 

solvent B in 80 minutes). Buffer A consists of 0.1% TFA in H2O while buffer B is 0.045% 

TFA, 10% H2O, 90% CH3CN. The purity and molecular weight of the peptides were 

confirmed by ES-MS. 

 

5.2.2 Folding and Cyclization of the Three Analogues; PVIIA-GNRT, PVIIA-GGAAGG, 
PVIIA-GGAAGAG 
 

Up-scaled cyclization and partial oxidation of the reduced linear peptide were carried out in a 

buffered solution of 0.1 M NH4HCO3 containing the appropriate concentration of the peptide 

(10 mg in 50 ml buffer solution). The reaction was kept at 4˚C on a magnetic stirrer overnight 

and purified the next day. 

 The iodine oxidation of the Acm protecting cysteines was achieved by dissolving the 

partially oxidized, partially protected cyclic peptide in 50 % acetic acid and have nitrogen 

bubbled through the solution for 5 min. 1 M HCl was then added followed immediately by 

adding  0.1M I2 in 50 % aqueous acetic acid until solution was yellow. The flask was then 

flushed with nitrogen, wrapped in aluminum foil and left for 20 hours. The reaction was 

quenched with a spatula tip size of solid ascorbic acid, and the solution turned colorless. The 

solution was then diluted with buffer A before isolating the peptide by RP-HPLC as described 

above. Following purification and isolation on RP-HPLC the peptide was analyzed by 1H 

NMR on a Bruker 600-MHz spectrometer to check the folding of the peptide. 

 

5.2.3 Synthesis and Oxidative Folding of PVIIA7 with only MeBzl Protecting Groups 
 

PVIIA-GGAAGAG (referred as PVIIA7) was synthesized with only MeBzl protected 

cysteine. In situ Boc chemistry was used with a PAM-Gly resin (0.5 mmol scale, 1.06 g 

resin). The peptide was cleaved with HF and purified by RP-HPLC followed by oxidation 

with 0.1 M NH4HCO3 (10 mg peptide in 50 ml buffer) and stirred at 4˚C overnight. After 

purification and isolation by RP-HPLC the folding of the peptide was analyzed on the by 1D 
1H NMR on a Bruker 600-MHz spectrometer to check the folding of the peptide. 
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5.2.4 Synthesis of PVIIA without the Thioester Linker 
 

PVIIA, with GAGG added on the N terminus and GAG added on the C terminus, was 

synthesized without the thioester linker. This peptide is thru the rest of the theses referred as 

PVIIAs7 when it is linear, which means its seven residue linker is split, and cPVIIA7 when it 

is referred to the cyclic form. With the achiral glycines reacting in the cyclization process 

only one isomer is produced. The synthesis was conducted with Microwave-assisted (Liberty 

CEM Microwave Peptide Synthesizer with PepDriver software) Fmoc SPPS using 2-chloro-

trityl resin (0.25 mmol scale, 0.19 g resin). The resin was cleaved with TFA and the peptide 

was purified and identified by RP-HPLC and ES-MS.  

5.2.5 Folding of PVIIAs7 without the Thioester Linker 
 

Approximately 10 mg of pure PVIIAs7 was oxidized with 0.1 M NH4OAc pH 7.9, 1 mM 

GSH and 0.1 mM GSSG (peptide concentration 0.2 mg/ml) at 4˚C for 24 hours, and the 

folding was confirmed by 1D 1H NMR on a Bruker 500-MHz spectrometer to check the 

folding of the peptide. 

 

5.2.6 Cyclization Trials of the PVIIA7s7 without the Thioester Linker 
 

Approximately 100 µg of peptide was dissolved in 183 µL DMF and 16 µL DIPEA and 1 µL 

0.5M HBTU were added. The reaction was stopped after 1 minute with 10 µL TFA and 

separated on a 1 ml/min column and 2% gradient. The masses of the peaks were analyzed on 

the ES-MS. 
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5.3 Analytical Instruments used in the Purification and Identification of the 
Peptides 
 

5.3.1.Analytical HPLC 
 

Analytical HPLC was either performed on a Waters 600 Controller system equipped with a 

Waters 2487 Dual λ Absorbance Detector and Empower software or an Agilent 1100 Series 

with ChemStation software. On the Waters 600 the samples were auto-injected using Waters 

717plus. The column used for analyzing the purity was a Phenomenex Jupiter C18 analytical 

column (150x2.00mm 5 micron, 300 Å pore size, 5µm particle size). Samples were eluted at a 

flow rate of 0.3 ml/min with a linear gradient of 0-80 % (buffer B in buffer A) for 40 minutes 

with UV detection at 215 nm. The column used for the disulfide connectivity determination of 

kalata B5 was a Phenomenex C18 column (250 x 4.60 mm 5 micron, 300 Å pore size, 5µm 

particle size) with a flow rate of 1 ml/min. 

 

5.3.2 Semipreparative HPLC 
 

Semipreparative HPLC was performed on a Waters 600-ES-MS System Controller system 

equipped with either a Waters 484 Tunable Absorbance Detector or a Waters 2487 Dual λ 

Absorbance Detector. Samples were manually loaded onto a Phenomenex Jupiter C18 column 

(250x10.00 5 micron, 300 Å pore size, 5 µm particle size) and eluted at a flow rate of 3 

ml/min with a linear gradient of 0-80 % Buffer B for 80 minutes with UV detection at 215 

nm. 

 

5.3.3 Preparative HPLC 
 

All preparative HPLC was performed on a Waters 600-ES-MS System Controller system 

equipped with either a Waters 484 Tunable Absorbance Detector or a Waters 2487 Dual λ 

Absorbance Detector. Samples were manually loaded onto a Phenomenex Jupiter C18 column 

(250x21.20mm, 300 Å pore size, 15 µm particle size) and eluted at a flow rate of 8 ml/min 

with a linear gradient of 0-80 % Buffer B for 80 minutes with UV detection at 215 nm. 
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5.3.4 Mass Spectrometry 
 

The identification of HPLC peak constituents was based on mass and all mass data was 

obtained using electrospray/time of flight mass spectroscopy on a Micromass ZMD 

instrument with a Perkin Elmer series 200 lc pump absorbance detector and MassLynx 

version 3.5 software. 

  

5.3.5 NMR-Experiments 
 

NMR data for PVIIA and the cyclotide kalata B5 non-native were all derived using NMR 

spectroscopy. The peptides were dissolved in 90% H2O (500µL Milli-Q water) and 10% D2O 

(50 µL). 2D NMR experiments included DQF-COSY, E-COSY, TOCSY and NOESY spectra 

and were acquired on a Bruker 500- MHz spectrometer or a Bruker 600-MHz spectrometer. 

The spectra were acquired at 298 K. TOCSY and NOESY spectra were acquired with 150 and 

300 ms mixing times. Information on slowly exchanging amide protons was obtained by 

acquisition of 1-D and TOCSY spectra immediately upon dissolution of a fully protonated 

peptide in D2O. All spectra were analyzed on Silicon Graphics Indigo workstations using 

TOPSPIN (Bruker) and Sparky software.  Spectra were assigned using the sequential 

assignment technique (45). 

 

5.3.6 Structure Calculations 
 

NOE restraints were obtained from the peak heights in 150- and 300-ES-MS NOESY spectra. 

Backbone dihedral angle restraints were derived from 3JHN-Hα coupling constants measured 

from either 1D 1H NMR spectra or from a 2D DQF-COSY spectrum.  Appropriate pseudo-

atom corrections were applied. Angles were restrained to -60˚±30˚ for 3JHN-Hα <5 Hz and -

120˚±30˚ for 3JHN-Hα > 8.5 Hz. Additional φ angle restraints of -100˚±80˚ were applied in 

cases where the intra residue dαN(i,i) NOE was clearly weaker than then sequential 

dαN(i,i+1) NOE. Intraresidue NOE and 3JHα-Hβ coupling patterns, determined from an E-

COSY spectrum, were used in assigning the χ1 angle conformations of side chains. Initial 

structures were generated by using CYANA software (52). Fifty structures were calculated 
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and the final 20 structures with the lowest overall energies which had no violations of NOE 

restraints > 0.15 Å or dihedral angle restraints>2.0˚ were retained for analysis. Structures 

were visualized with the program MOLMOL (53) and analyzed with PROMOTIF (54) and 

PROCHECK_NMR (55). 
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